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Abstract
The object of study of this article is the normative-legal consolidation of provisions on the
parliamentary control in the Russian Federation as an effective means of combating corruption.
The  article  states  that  one  of  the  most  important  areas  of  combating  corruption  is  the
improvement of the quality of activities of the legislative branch in Russia. The main line of
fighting corruption is to improve the supervisory powers of the Russian parliament and all
representative bodies of the executive power. In the process of writing this article, the general
scientific research methods (logical analysis and synthesis, functional and historical and legal
methods) as well  as special  methods were used.  The research methodology was primarily
normative  legal  acts  of  the  Russian  Federation  and  the  works  of  Russian  scientists,  the
international experience on the issue was studied. As a result of studying the authors come to
the conclusion that currently, the mechanism of parliamentary control has a stable legal basis,
all the necessary tools, and can fully answer to its purpose on the whole and perform a serious
means of countering corruption in particular, however, this mechanism should be improved at
every turn.
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